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r:;;aJLANATORY 1-l:C! IORANDUii 
... ,... - . -
A. GENER.A.L RE!.ii\RKS 
Acting on a Conmission proposed, the Council decided on 28 December 19721 
to authorize the latter to 11 open negotiations havin0··as- ctheiT O~Jject the 
conclusion of an fl.greer,1ent to Hhich the Contracting Parties to the 
Revised Convention for the l'Tavie,ation of the Hhine and.- the- Convention 
for the Canalization of the Loselle uill be parties together ui th the 
European EconoH1ic Community. r_rhis Agreement concerns the implementation 
of Regulations on the temporary laying--up of vessels for the transport 
of goods, al1lJlicai)le to Hater>rays, surJject to the arran(3'ements laid do~m 
in the abovementioned Conventions". 
The Directives annexed to this Decision VJere amended and supplemented, 
particularly as regards the scope of the Agreement and for legal and 
institutional reasons, by Council Decisions of 17 February 19752 and. 
17 llay 19763. · 
The Coramission opened those negotiations Hi th the Svriss Do legation Hi th 
the participation of the delegations of the other Contracting States on 
22 February 1973; they culminated in the agreement of all the 
delegations, >Jhich enabled the negotiations to :)e closed Gn 9 .July 1976 
>vi th the ini tiallinc of the draft Agreement and Statute establishing a 
European laying -up lt'und for inland HaterHay 11essels. 
'.£1he text of this draft fi.[:,JTeement nncl draft Statute complies 'tTi th tho 
Directives et1~Jodied in the Council clecisions. 
The aim of the draft Agreement is to estnblish a syote;,1 to .:POOJ.ocly -any 
temporary im!x1lance bot>>~een :=mpply nncl demand in respect of carrying 
eapaci ty Hhich io likely to disturb tho market seriousl;)'• It forms an 
essential part of the Com~:1on 'l'rEmsport Policy, as the Council pointed 
out in its neoolution of 27 January 1970.(4) . 
1Council Decision on the openinG of neeotiations for an Agreement on 
the implementation of rer,ul2-tions on the temporary laying·-up of vessels 
for the tr<:msport of goods ;Jy inland uaterHny (Doc. H/290!:/72 (TR.l\.NS 170)). 
2
council Decision of 17 l~'coruary 1975 (Doc. H/3)1/75 (TRANS 1o)) • 
. ,
3council Decision of 17 r:ay 197G (Doc. R/1126/7G (Til.luJS 1~6)). 
':4council !1c::-;olution of 27 J~,nuC1Xy 1970 (Doc JJ./210/1/70 (TRANS 25 Rev l) 
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The aim of this flcgulatiem is· to propose thut tho Council approve and 
conclude the Agreement in question .:md specify the r;:toasures v!hich should 
be ta..J;;:en by the Community Hi th a viol'! to its implementation. 
13. SPECIAL CONBIDI.;TIATIOHS 
. -
Articles 1 and 2 
These Articles contain the ucuo..l clauses concerninG the approval and 
conclusion by the Cor:ununi ty of a~;reemonts concluded 1vi th non···mer,1ber 
countrica. 
Article 3 
In accordance 1vith the Council Directives the dra,ft Aeroement is to ~Je 
_valid for five yoarsi this tcna may subsequently be extended for 
successive fivo-·year periods by a joint decision of the Contracting 
Parties. 'fo prevent any Hcuuer States v:ho are also ContractinG Parties 
to the A[;recwent from acloptinc; di vorgent posit ions in t~10 event of the 
term of the Agreement being cxtenclccl, provision should bo made that any 
decision concerninr extension should be tho subject of a joint position 
\nihich is given expression 'oy the prior approval of the CounciL 
Artic~c 1 
In accordc..nce Hi th tho Council Dirocti ves, the (lraft AgreeLJ.ent provides 
for the possibility of cxtcndinc the territorial scope of the Statuto 
to other 1·Jatcr1·111ys situ(l.ted on the territory of certc:.,in 11embcr States. 
Given the importance 1r1hich such an e~~tension 1r10ulcl present for the 
Community as a whole, it is proposed to L'1ake any such clecision subJect 
to a decision of the CounciL 
Since the system ostC'..1Jlishecl 1Jy the Agrecr::ent and the Sto,tute in question 
arc an essentio,l clement of the Common 'l1ro,nsport Policy, and since tho 
conditions for its implementation must be harnonized 1-Ji th the otller 
essential provisions of this common policy, it uould :)c o,ppropriate to 
create a joint procedure for coll<:>.~Joration on questions lo.id :Jefore the 
Fund's Supervisory :!3oarci involving a point of principle or o, more 
general poL.1t relo.tint; to tho Comrc1on Transport Policy. 
-· -.~ 
'.. 
·r. 
i}} ,. 
_., 
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Under this procedure any IIember State or the Commission may put a 
question of this nature to tho ~loarcl in orc\.er that the latter rat>,y -vrorl:: 
out a joint position and 1 1-.rhore u,ppropriatc, take a clocision Hhich 
would be bindint:_· on tho i':cn:)cr f~to..tos representee~ on the Supervisory 
Board. 
Article 6 
The aim of the prov::.sJ.ons of Par8£raph 1 is to lay dmm the conc1i tions 
for noraindinc; tho six juclreo Hho - together IJith an ac.lditional judge 
to be norninatec'c ')y the Sc:iss Government D-ro to consti tutc tho Fund 
'l'ribunal oct up pursuant to !~rticlo 1!2 of tho Gtdnte annexed to the 
draft J,grcouont. 
As agreorl ~)y all the delegations during the negotiations (ancl accepted 
by the Svrisc Delec;:1tion), and as approved by the Council 1:rhen it gave 
it:::; o,grcer.10nt on tho text su1Jmitted to it ~)y tho Uoumission 
(of. Doc. H/2·'5i;2/T) ('i'RhlTS 103), footnote 1, p •. tQ), these conditions 
shoulc_ consist in instructinc; the Court of Justice to appoint si;~ of 
its juclccs; this solution should. ensure the necessO..!"J connection \Ji th 
tho judicial supervision exercised iJy tho Court o:t Justice in Community 
matters. 
Tho ail:1 of tho ParQ.c-raph 2 is to ensure that the provl.sJ.on of the 
second indent of Parae:,Tnph il. of ;\.rticle 42 of tho clra.ft Statute is 
ir.lplealentoc.l under the conditions lil~eHise aereed rlurinc the negotiations 
and approvec1 by tho Council. 
'rho Commission Hould point out 7 hm·wver, that tho SHisu Delegation has 
declarocl that, pendinc further consideration, it is to provisionally 
maintain cortnin ro:::;ervation:::; concerning !.rticle L]~ of the Statute 
regarding tho competence of tho Pund Trit::mnal to cive preliminary 
rulings as to the interpretation of tho Agreelilent and. the Statute and. 
on tho va1icli ty ancl interpretation of the decisions tx::en by the organs 
of the li'unc~. Those reservations concern firstly the insertion of the 
1·1orcl "appellato: 1 in tho provicion of tlle second subsection of this 
Article and soconc.Uy on the o1Jligation to request a preli1.1inary ruling 
imposed on courts of last resort by virtue of the third sub -·par%"'''aph 
of tho name Article. Accordingly, the Cor.n:~ission is propooing to uake 
sui tai)lo acldi tions to the tezt of Article G of this proposal for a 
Regulation if the:::;o rocervc:..tionc are not Hi thdratm. 
'rhis Article contains a general provision authorizing the Council to 
adopt, on a Comiaiss:;_on proposal, tho necessary measures at Cornrnuni ty 
level to ensure that the ohlir,ations arising fror.1 the Agreeraent are 
carried out or to facilitate the operation of the: F'uncl. 
On ti1e ba:Jis .-;f thu con:Jidor~.ti:)l;.::; rof0rrocl tn :.:>bovo, tho Commin:::ion in 
propo~:inc; thC'.t tho Cr-.tmciJ. 
authorize: itn Proniclm1t tG nominate t~o pcr~Jonc ~u-thorizod to nic:'l1 tho 
.\.{_',Teomont ~m bohalf of th0 Communi t;:;r 
- conelurlo tho il.,~:ro0L1ent "l>y '"'Aloptinc; tho a-ttachecl roc;u.loC~.tion 
. ~-
'i 'I 
·1~ ~ ~ ~ 
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AGREa~ENT ESTABLISHING A EUROP~T LAYING-UP Fllir.D FOR 
INLA..lr.D vlATER\>lAY VESSELS 

• 
... 
The European Economic Community, 
The Kingdom of Belgi urn 1 
The Federal Republic of Germany, 
The French Ropuolic, 
The Grand Duchy o-: Luxembourg, 
The Kingdom of tho Netherlands, 
- 1 
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
The Swiss Confederation, 
DESIRING to romed.y any temporary imbn.lrmce betvreon supply and demn.nd 
in respect of currying capacity, which bocn.use of their interpenetrn.tion, 
occurs on most of the inland waterways of the Member States of the 
European Economic Community und of Svri.tzorland at the same timoi 
RESOLVED to implement a joint regulatory system having as its n.im the 
restoration of normal conditions of the market concerned by means of a 
tomporn.ry laying-up of a prop.Jrtion of the current excess carrying 
capacity; 
r1HEREAS such al.eying-up system should be voluntary and subject to the 
condition that suitn.blo compensation be paid solely out of funds r~ised 
by contributions from the inln.nd wat~rv1ay carriers concerned to those 
undertakings which temporarily wi thdravr vessels from tho market; 
~lHEREAS such a system requires the establishment of a special Fund 
the management and the control of which should be the responsibility 
of bodies representing both the inland waterway carriers and the public 
authori tics n.nd vrhich should be em;powerod to tcke decisions which are 
directly applicable; 
WHEREAS the system should be drawn up with sufficient flexibility to 
allow its later extension to other inl~d waterways not covered by the 
initial geographical field of application and the provisions governing 
its future renet-ral should be so drawn up as to cllo1v thG.t question to 
be considered in terms of its economic effectiveness; 
HJ~VE DECIDED to establish a. EUROPEAN LAYING-UP FUND FOR INL.At"''D WATERWAY 
VESSELS and to l~y down the conditions under which it shall operate 
and to this end have designated as their Plenipotentiaries: 
The European Economic Community : 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians: 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany: 
The President of the French Republic: 
His Royal Highness the Grand Dulce of Luxembourg: 
H~r Majesty the Queen of the Netherlcnds: 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland: 
The Stviss Federal Council: 
NHO BEING THE CONTRACTING PARTIES and having exchanged their Full Powers, 
found in duo and good form, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
There is herebdt established a IDROPELm UYINU-UP FUl'ID FOR INLAND 
WA'l'ERW.AY VESSELS (hereina.f'ter called "the Fund"). 
• 
r 
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The aim of the Fund shall be to reduce any such temporary 
imbalance between supply and demand in respect of carrying capacity as 
might cause serious disturbance of the market. 
The Funcl may not ho-vwver be used with tho aim of fixing a 
permanent minimum level for freight rates during all periods of slack 
demand or of remedying structural imbalance. 
Article 2 
...... s.-....... . 
The ~1nd shall be governed by the Statute set out in the 
Annex to this Agreement of 1r1hich that Annex shall form an integral part 
and shall have the like leg~l effect. 
Article .3 
1. The Contracting States which are paity to the Revised Convention 
for the N~vigation of the Rhine of 17 October 1868 hereb~r ac~owledge that 
the implementation of the Statute annexed to this Agreement implies their 
adoption of an additional Protocol to th~t Convention relating to Articles 
3 nnd 34 thereof. 
They undertake to adopt such a Protocol no later than one month 
after the signature of this Agreeruent. 
They shall approve or ratify that Protocol in accordw1ce with 
their respective const~tutional requirements at the same time as they 
approve or ratify this Agreement. 
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2. The Contracting States which are pa.rty to the Convention botv;cen 
France, Germany and Luxembourg of 27 October 1956 on the Canalization of 
the Moselle hereby acknowledge that the implementation of the Statute 
annexed to this Agreement implies their adoption of an additional Protocol 
to that Convention relating to Article 35 thereof. 
They undertake to adopt such a Protocol no lctcr than one month 
after the signature of this Agreement. 
They shall approve or ratify that Protocol in accordance with their 
respective constitutional requirements at the same time as they approve 
or ratify this Agreement. 
.\rticle 4 
The States in which this Agreement and the Statute annexed 
thereto shall bo enforceable arc the Kingdom of Belgium, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, the Kingdom of Denmark (except tho Faroe Islands), the 
French Republic, the Republic of Italy, Ireland, the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, tho United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland and the S~dss Confederation. 
.. 
. 
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Article .5. 
1. This Agrcomc;.1t shall remain in force for a period of five years 
from the date on which the obligations imposed upon inland waterway 
carriers pursUc'"'.llt to .l1.rticlc 53 (3) of the Statute take effect. If it 
is not ronewod under paragraph 2, it shall remain in force for a 
further period of one yea:r, unless a nev-1 arrangement to be applied later 
has been agreed upon in the meantime. 
2. By decision of tho Contracting ~arties acting jointly this Agree-
ment may be renewed for successive periods of five years. For this 
purpose, any such renewal shall be decided upon at least one year before 
the expiry of tho period then current • 
. Article 6 
.............. ---
The Contracting Parties shall take all appropriate measures, 
whether general or particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations 
arising under this Agreement or Ul'ldcr the decisions of the organs of the 
Fund. They shall facilitatG the achievement by the ~1d ~ its organs 
of their tasks. 
Article~ 
1. This Agreement, drav-m up in a single original in the Danish, Dutch, 
English, French, Gcrme.n and Italian languages, those texts all being equally 
authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of tho Secretariat of tho 
Council of the European Communities, which shall transmit a certified copy 
to the Government of each of tho Contracting States. 
.. 6-
It shall be approved Ol! ratified by the Contracting Parties in 
• 1 
accordance with their respective oonstitutio~l requirements. The 
. ' j 
instrt~cnts of approval or ratification sball be jointly deposito~ with 
the Secretariat of the Council of the EUropean Communities by the 
' ' 
Contracting Parties. 
2. This Agreement shall enter into force, when all the Contracting 
Parties have approved or ratified it, on the first day of the month 
following the date on which the in~trument~ of approval or ratification 
are jointly deposited, 
DONE at ••••••••••••••••••••••••••,•• on ,., ••• , •••••••••••••• ,., ••••••••• 
" 
For the European Economic Community 
For the Kingdom of Belgium 
For the Federal Republic of Germany 
For the French Republic 
For the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 
For the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
For the Unite~ Kingdom of Great BrDain rutd Northern Ireland 
For the Swiss Confederation 
, 
-7- ANNEX 
STATUTE 
of tho 
EUROPEAN" LAYING-UP FUND FOR INLl'.ND NATERWAY VESSELS 
CHl~TER I : General provisions 
Article 1 
-
1. The EUROPZAN" LAYING-UP FUND FOR INLl'JID WATERWAY VESSELS (herein-
after called "tho Fund") is an international P'J.blic institution established 
under the Agreement establishing a European Laying-up Fund for Inland 
liaterway Vessels (hereinafter called "the J'.groement'~. 
2. The Fund shall be governed DY th0 provisions of the Agreement 
and of this Statute and b;r the implementing provisions adopted by the 
organs of the Fund. In the absence of any such provisions, the law of 
the Stc.tc in v1hich its Headquarters a.re situated shall apply. 
3. The Fund shall have legal personality. 
4. The Fund shall enjoy the most extensive legal capacity accorded 
to legal persons; it may in particular acquire or dispose of movable and 
immovable property, conclude contracts and may be a party to legal 
proceedings. 
5· The Fund shall be non-profit-making. 
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Article 2 
1. The Headquarters of the Fund s~all be at Duisburg (Fcd0ral 
Republic of Ger~any). 
The Fund shall open at least one branch office in each State in 
l'rhose terri tory there nrc inla.nd Hatert~T~S to v.~hich this Statute applies and 
in Belgium, except in the event of a renunciation by the State concerned. 
It may also open branch offices in other States in which this Statute is 
enforceable, and shall do so if those States request it. 
2. Proceedings m~ be brought against the Fund at the place where it 
~s its Headquk~ters, and by natural or legal persons whose permanent 
residence or scat is in n. State where a branch office of the Fund has been 
established, at the pln.cc of such branch office. 
1. For the purposos of its official functions, the Fund shall be 
exempt, in the States in which this Statute is enforceable, from n.ll direct 
tnxes, including those withheld at source, on its income and assets. 
Neither the contributions referred to in Article 9 nor the com-
pensation referred to in Article 23 shall constitute consideration for the 
supply of services for the purposes of turnover taxes. 
For the purposes of this Article, the expression "official 
functions" of tho Fund means all activities strictly necoss.:try for its 
cdministration and management. 
No exemption shell be granted in respect of taxes and duos which 
amount merely to charges for public utility services. 
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2, Nothing in this Statute sh2.ll be tcl~en to confer any privilege 
or tax exemption of any kind on the owners or operators of vessels, who 
shall remain subject, as rcgnrds the contributions they pay to the Fund 
and tho compensation they receive from it, to the tax law of the State 
in which they arc liable to tax. 
3. Notwithstanding any present or future regulations on exchange 
control, including currency restrictions and transfers of funds, the 
payment shall be authorised, whether direct or by transfer of funds, of 
contributions to the Fund by tho ouncrs or operators of vessels, a.nd of 
laying-up compensation·paid by the Fund to the owners or operators of vessels; 
likewise there shall be authorised tho free transfer of any rumo1mt by 
the Fund from or to eny of its branch offices, on condition that the 
payment made relates to one of the duly authorised purposes of the 
Fund. 
4. Without prej~dice to the provisions of this Statute, the Fund 
and its branch offices shall not be treated less favourably t~ nationals 
as far as deposits of capi~al arc concerned • 
.f=rticle 4 
1. This Statute shall apply to the vessels specified in Article 6 
operating on the following inland wa.torNays (hereinafter called "the 
watervm.ys of the Fund") sho\m on a map annexed h.ereto. 
' (a) 1he Rhine, including the Grand Canal d'Alsace, from Rh0infeldcn 
to the sea, and all other inland waterwc.ys in the Netherlandsi 
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(b) the Moselle, from its confluence ~vi th the Rhine ::.1t Koblcn::. as 
far cs Mctz; 
(c) the Neckar, the Main, the Regnitz (up to km 6.85), the Rhino-
Horne, llcsel-Dattcln, Dattoln-Ho.mm and Dortmund-Ems (as far as 
the Munster Lock) c~~als and the Ruhrwasscrstrasse; and 
(d) any inland ~mterw~ to which the scope of the Statute may be 
extended und~r Article 5· 
Article; j, 
1. The territorial scope of this Statute mn.y be ex·tended by 
Belgium, France or Germany, when the Agreement is concluded or at any time 
thereafter, to all or part of the inland wate~·mys within their 
respective territories if these waterways are closely linked, operationally 
and economically, to the wateruays of the FUnd. 
The State concerned shall notify the other Contracting Part~es 
of such an extension and they shall make it public in the s3me mnnner as 
this Statute. 
2. lU\Y adjustment to this Statute which is required in order to 
operate tho Fund as a result of the extension of its scope pursuant to 
paragraph 1, together vii th the date and details of the entry into force 
of such extension and any transitional provisions, shall be adopted by 
the Supervisory Board by unanimous decision of all its members. 
11 -
itrticlc 6 
. ·-·~ 
This Statuto shall ap:oly to the follo\·lil'lg types of vessel, laden 
or Uj,1laden, opcra·i;ional or lai<l up or under repair, whether they are used 
or intended to be used for the carringe of goods, whether on own account 
or for hire or re~~-rd: 
(a) self-propelled vessels for the carriage of dry, liquid or 
liquefied cargo; 
(b) non-self-propelled vessels for the carriage of dry, liquid or 
li~efied cargoj 
(c) lighters, including ship-borne libhters. 
B. troyellin_g vesse}~ 
(o.) tuesi 
(b) pusher craft. 
1. The follm·.ring sh..-,.11 be exempt from the obligations imposed under 
Articles 9 to 13~ 
(a) Cargo-carrying vossels of ony type Hhoso doad1r1eight at r:1aximum 
displacement does not eJ:ceed 400 metric tons, ~~d tugs or pusher 
craft v1hose engine pmver does not o:x:ceed 140 horsepower (103 
kilov.ratts). 
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The threshold of ~00 oetric tons shall, however, be reduced 
to 300 metric tons until 1 January 1981; the Supervisory Board, 
by unanimous decision o:.· all its members, may, before the end of 
.the year from which the obligations imposed u,on inla..1'ld. uaterwny 
carriers take effect, decide that this reduction shall not take 
place; 
(b) Sea-going vessels not carrying out any transport operations 
between ports or port facilities situated on the waterways of 
the Fund; 
(c) Ferry boats; 
(d) Vessels carrying out a non-profi't-making public service; 
(e) Vessels which enter the waterways of the Fund solely for repairs 
or conversion and leave without cerrying out any transport 
operation, and new vessels uhich leave a shipya.rc1. for a 
destination outside those tte.tert-.raysi 
(f) Other categories of vessels, to be specified by the Supervisory 
Board by mk~imous decision of all its members, which, because 
of their conditions of operation and their highly specialised 
use, do not compete with the vessels to which this Statute applies. 
2. Tclcing due account of the technological developments in transport 
by lighters amd shiP-borne lighters and of the effects on competition which 
this category of vessel may exert with respect to the other categories, the 
Supervisory Board may, by unanimous decision of all its members, modify in 
respect of lighters and shiP-borne lighters, the tonnage limit laid dmin 
in paragreph 1 (a). 
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Article 8 
·----
1. Unless this Statute is subse~ently extended to include inland 
wateri'lays in Belt,i'U.J:l, l'.r-iiicle 4 shall not r.pply to vessels leaving 
Belgium by uay o.E' lmtv1erp tmd r0turning by wr:.y of Zelzate, or vice versa, 
using the Nest erschelde in transit l'li thout loe.ding or u."lloading cargo in 
the Netherlands or beginning or terminating towing or pushing services 
there. 
2. 'l1he follo1~'ing shall be exempt from the obligations imposed under 
Articles 9 to 13: vessels used solely for carrying goods or for to\rlng 
or pushing services on waterw~ys of the Fund between loading and 
unloading points both situated in France, except '\'There both such points 
are situ~ted on the Rhine or on the canalized Moselle, or where one of 
them is situated on the Rhine and the other on the canalized Moselle. 
CHJ~TER II - Payment of contrib~tions in respect of inland wateni~ vessels 
--
1. For all vessels which use the v~terways of the Fund ro1d are 
subject to this Statute, other th~~ those exempted under !xticles 7 and 8, 
there shall be p~id to the Fund a daily contribution fixed ~ccording to 
Article 10. 
2. Hithout prejudice to the provisions of .1rticle 12 concerning 
period undertakings, the contribution sh~ll be payable in respect of the 
number of days during which the vessel is on the waterways of the Fund. 
Fractions of dr.ys shall be counted as \'lhole days. 
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3. The contribution shall be payable to the Headquarters of the Fund 
or to one of its branch offices or to any other office designated by the 
Fund for such purpose, in accordance with the exchange control regulations 
in force in the State where the payment is made and taking account of 
Article 3 (3). 
.Article 10 
1. The daily contribution for each vessel shall be calculated by 
multiplying its equivalent tonnage or equivalent engine-power by the basic 
rate referred to in paragraph 2. 
The equivalent tonnage and the equivalent engine-pouer shall be 
calculated by multiplying the real deadHeight in metric tons or the nomi-
nal engine-power in horsepower of the vessel concerned by the adjustment 
coefficient for the appropriate category of vessel. 
2. For the first yer..r of operation of the system established by 
this Statute, the besic rate for contributions s~ll be fixed at a sum 
equivalent to DM 0.0175, and the adjustment coefficients sh0ll be·as 
follows : 
Self-propelled vessels 
Non-self-propelled vessels 
Lighters, including shiP-borne 
lighters 
Propelli;ng ves.~e .. ~ (1 HP= 
o. 735 Kt-l) 
Tugs 
Pusher cra.ft 
for the carriage of 
_ c!,rx~ c.argo 
1.00 
0.35 
0.33 
1.00 
2.30 
for the carriage of 
liquid or liquefied 
cargo 
.. 
• 
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3. AnY subsequent alteration to thJ b~sic rate of contribution shall 
be made at the latest by 30 Nove~ber of the year preceding that to which 
it shall apply, having re~ard to the availa~le reserves of the Fund, to the 
foreseeabl0 amount of laying-u, comp0nsation to be paid out under 
Article 23, and to the operating ex~enses of the Fund. 
Such alterations shall be adopted by tho Supervisory Board acting 
on a proposal froo the Board of M~agemcnt. 
4. In order to fix a basic rate for contributions exceeding by more 
than 15% the rate provided for in paragraph 2 , the Supervisory Board 
shall act by unanimous decision of all its meillbersi the rates so fixed 
shall constitute the ne,,- basic rate the increase of which by more than 
15~ shall require the same un~nimity. 
5· "\ny alteration to the adjustment coefficient must be Dk•de at 
the latest by 30 November of the yeo.r preccdi:tg that to which it shall 
apply. Such alterations shall be made by the Supervisory Board by 
mtnnimous decision of all its members. 
6. ifuen, during a period of laying-up tho objectives of the system 
established by this Statute are threatened by thn presence of an excessive 
number of vessels seeking work on the water<vays of the Fund, in respect 
of which no period undertaking under Article 12 has been given, the 
Supervisory Board, by unanimous decision of all its members, may decide 
to implement measu.:.~es to remE;:dy the situation. 
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Article•ll 
1. Without prejudice to J~ticle 12 (3), for every vessel subject 
to payment of the contribution provided for in Article 9 a declaration of 
entry shall be made when the vessel enters the waten:ays of the ]fund 
o.nd a declaration of exit nhon it leaves. 
In the case of vessels already on the lvaterl-tays of the Fund on 
the date when the obligations imposed upon inland waterw~ carriers pur-
suant to this Statute take effect, the declaration of entry shall be made 
within fourteen d~s thereof. 
2. Entries and exits shall be recorded by the offices of tho Fund 
in the log book referred to in l\rticle 15. Each vessel to >·rhich the first 
sub-paragraph of paragraph 1 applies shall be in possession of such a log 
book when it first enters one of the waterways of the Fund; for ship-borne 
lighters the log book shall be issued at the time of payment of the 
contributions referred to in Articles 12 ~nd 13 (2). 
3· !~ vessel whose entry has been recorded in its log bool~, shall, 
until such time as its exit shall have been recorded therein, be deemed 
to be using the waterways of the b\md, unless the owner or operator of 
the vessel or the person in charge thereof can prove either that the 
vessel did in fact leave the waterways of the Fund but that he was unable, 
through no fault or negligence on his part, to helve such exit recorded, 
or that it was unable to leave owing to circumstances beyond his control. 
• 
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4. Any vessel using the waterwo,ys of the Fund vJhose entry has not 
been recorded in its log book shall be presUL1ed to have been using then 
for at least three months. This presmnption slU-.11 not v.pply i~ the omwr 
or oper::1-tor o:: the vessel or the person i.a ci1arge thereof declares its 
entry \vi thin t\·:o d:1ys of the entry of the vessel upon these l1c:.tenva~rs, 
and if he can at the SD.llle time prove thn.t \·Jhen it entered the \·retorways he 
WP.S unable, through no fault or negli[;ence on his part and ovl'ing to 
circumstances beyond his control, to have the entry recorded. 
5. This Article may be amended by the Supervisory Board by 
unanimous decision of all its members. 
Article 12 
.......--.- . 
1. The owner of any vessel subject to payment of the contribution 
provided for in Article 9 may undertake, in advance in vrriting, at the 
time of or before a declaration of entry upon the Haterways of the Fund, 
to pay the daily contribution, irrespective of the nt~ber of days on which 
the vessel is on those waterways, for one or more of the ::ollo•ring periods 
during a single calendar year: 
(a) the entire calendar year; 
(b) 27.t.. consecutive days from the day from which the undertaking takes 
effect; 
(c) 182 consecutive days from the day from which the unfcertaking takes 
effect; 
(d) 91 consecutive days from the day from which the undertaking takes 
effect. 
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2. Where a period undertaking as provided fer in paragr~1pn 1 is L>iven1 
the total amount of the daily contributions payable for the periods 
concerned shall be reduced as follotvs : 
(a) by 2o% t-rhere the undertaking is in respect of the entire calendar 
year; 
(b) by 1a;s where the w1dertaking is in respect of a period of 274 
days; 
(c) by 7. 5% l-Jhere the undertaking is in respect of a period of 182 
days; 
(d) by 5% where the undertaking is in respect of a period of 91 days. 
These reductions shall apply only to the undertaking concerned 
and may not be increased or aggregated \Ihere several successive under-
tclcings are given in the same year. 
3. Vessels in respect of which a period undertaking has been 
given shall for the period thereby covere~ not be required to declare their 
entry upon and exit from the water1vays of the l!l.md. 
Article 13 
___...._ ·-
1. The daily contributions due as a result of the declarations 
provided for in ~\rticle 11 shall be payable, in respect of the declared 
duration of the vessel's stay on the waterways of the Fund, from the day 
on which the vessel enters these water'1'1ays. 
The Fund may allmv time limits for payment; the o-vmer of the 
vessel may then be required to give security. 
.. 
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2. For ship-borne lighters, the payment of the daily contributions 
may be made, before they enter the ~terways of the Fund, in advance at 
the beginning of each year; the;}' shall cover tho period of tine during 
which the vessels are e::pected to be on these ~m.tcrwc:;.ys. In this case, 
f~ticle 12 (2) shall not ::1pply. Tho time spent by these vessels in the 
seaports shall not be included when calculating this period pDovided 
that they do not carry out any journeys to or from a port other than that 
in which they were unloaded from the mother ship. 
On the basis of the information recorded in the log book under 
l~ticle 11 (2), the Io\n1d shall, at the end of each year, reconcile the 
accoU11ts relatinG to the contributions payable in respect of these lighters. 
3. Contributions due in respect of perio0. undertakings under Article 
12 shall be paya·blc in full o.t the latest on the day from which the 
underta...~ing tr:.kes effed. 
The Fund may allov1 payment to be made by quarterly instalments 
payable in advance, in Hhich case tho o-vrncr of the vessel shall be 
required to pay interest and, v1here necessary, to give security. 
4. The Fund r:uy set off contributions due to it against laying-up 
corJpensation owed by it Ul1der Article 23. 
Vessel owners shall have no such right of set off • 
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5· If a vessel in respect of which a period und~rtaking has been 
given becomes unfit for navigation, is lost, broken up, converted or 
used for purposes other than those referred to in Article 6, or if it is 
t-vi thdratm f::rom the watcrtm.ys of the Ft.md for at least one yeili' or is sold 
to a person l'rho operates it outside the wa.tcrHays of t:Qe Fund, or if it 
is taken out of service <.Uld left 'I'Tithout a oreN for more than six months or 
is used solely for storage of cargo for more than six months, its ovmer 
m~, on surrender of the log book, request repayment of the contribution 
in respect of the period subsequent to the date on which the circumstance 
adduced is found to have first arisen, less the amount of the appropriate 
reduction. 
6. The Supervisory Board, acting unanimously, m~ aQend the pro-
visions as to payment set out in this Article. 
;~ticle 1.4 
1. The Supervisory Board she..ll determine in which cases and subject 
to l'rhe.t conditions a person operating a vessel vrho is not its owne;r may 
comply with the obligations and undertakings provided for in Articles 9 
to 13 and 18. 
2. The person in cherge of the vessel shall, as regards all dec-
larations to be made to the Fund and a.s regards undertnkings under 
Article 12, be the legal representative of the ot·mer of the vessel and, 
in the cases referred to in paragraph 1, of its operator; the declarations 
made and undertakings given by that person shall be binding on the otmer 
or operator in favour of the Fund. 
.. 
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G'H.\P'.PBR II I c~rtificates ru1d Register 
l. All vessels r.mb~ect to pa;yment of contributions shall carry a 
log book issued by tho Ii\J.nd. 
2. The log book shall contain counterfoili to be filled in toJhenever 
a declaration of entry or exit is made or a period undertaking is given, 
together with detachable copies of each such declaration or under-caking. 
The coUc'1tcrfoils shall be kept in the log book and the copies 
shall be retained by the offices of the Fund to vrl1ich the declaration is 
made or the undertaking is given and she-ll be sent tdthout delay to the 
Headquarters of tho Fund. 
3. The duly completed counterfoils in the log book shall constitute 
evidence that the obligations inposed by this Statute have boon carried 
out anc, as the case may be, that a vessel qualifies for layinc-up. 
4. The Fund sh~ll usc the copies sent to it to compile a Register 
of vessels entitled to laying-up com~ensa-~ion provided for in .\rticle 23 
and to prepare o:ny other information relevant to the state of the market. 
5· Every vessel tvhich uses the vJatervJays of the r:'und shall bear 
a number, in accordance with rules to be laid down by the Supervisory Board. 
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l..rticle 16 
Arzy vessel which uses the water1·1ays of the Fund but is exempt 
tLldcr l~~iclus 1 ru~d 0 from the obligations imposed by this Statute shall, 
for inspection purposes, oarr~r .:1.1:1 exemption certificn.t0, 1:hicl~ shell be 
issued by the Fund when the vessel enters a uaterwcy of the Fund on 
submicsion of a declaration by the owner~ the vessel or other person in 
charge thereof and on production of evidence of the circumstances or 
conditions constituting the grom1ds for e~emption relied on. The 
certificate shall state the grom~ds for exemption. 
Hm·!ever, no exemption certificate shall be required for vessels 
referred to in Article 8 (1) and for sea-going ships. 
P-:,ticle 11 
1. The Supervisory Board shall lay down st~dard forms for the exemption 
certifico.tc and the log book. It shall adopt e.lJ. necessary provisions as 
regards their use and the procedures for issuing and replacing them. 
2. The exemption certificate or, 1-1ithout prejudice to Article 22, the 
log book, shall at all times be kept on board the vessel to which it 
relates and must be shotin on request to any officer responsible for carrying 
out inspections. In the case of lighters and ship-borne lighters, these 
documents shall be kept on board the pusher vessel t-J"hich moves them. 
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Article 18 
- ~-
1. The owner of the vessel or otbor person in ch<'l.rge thereof shall 
supply ~11 inforrr.~tion end sup~ortinc documents regarding the spccifioatiollS 
of his vessel w:1ich mr.y b8 rcqucntd. by the Fund for tl:e purpose of issuing 
an exemption certificate or log book. 
2. Al1y alteration in the particulars indicated in the exemption 
certificate or the log book shall be corr.municated to the Fund vJithout 
delay by the O\mer of the vessel or oth0r person in charge thereof. Such 
communication sh0ll be accompanied by all supporting documents required 
by the Fund and shC'-11 be recorded on the exemption certificate or in 
the log book. 
CIL'..PTER IV 
-
I.e.ying--up 
1. If it is established, on the oasis of the criteria laid down in 
Article 20, that a tempor~ry imbalance between supply 011d demand in 
respect of carrying capaci-tyh~s n.riscn or is imminent, then, subjcci! to the 
linits imposed by the neod to Luintain the Fund in financial equilibriuo, it 
shall bo d0cided to lay up n.ll or ~~rt of·the oxcoss carrying capacity. 
Such equilibrium shall be determined by taking into consideration 
the revenue of the Fund, the reserves -vrhich it has built up, including 
interest from investments, its operati:ag costs and any annual servicing 
of loans. 
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2. Each such decision shall specify the maxim~un tonnegc or engine 
power and the categories of vessels to be accepted for laying-up, the 
rates of laying-up compensation, the duration of laying-up and the 
closing date for entry in the laying-up lists. It shall also specify the 
date of its entry into force and shall be adequately publicized throughout 
the period during uhich it remains in force. 
3. A decision may, whenever developments in the situation so 
require and on the basis of the criteria laid dovm in Article 20, be 
repealed or amended. 
The repeal or amendment of a decision shall not affect the 
acquired rights in respect of vessels laid up pursuant to the decision 
l·rhich has been repeeled or amended. 
4. If the situation or the foreseeable trend of the market so 
warrants, it may bG decided to limit laying-up to certain sectors of 
the market havi11.g broadly similar operational and economic characteristics, 
or to certain categories of vessels. 
Article 20 
---
In order to determine the amount of excess carrying capacity, 
account shall in particular be tru~en of the following: 
the total tonnage or engine power awaiting work ~•d the average 
length of the period spent thus awaiting freight; 
the foreseeable short-term trend of demand for cerrying capacity; 
.. 
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average daily rates of all kii1ds and condi tiona for the carriage 
of goods by inland vlatervfay and the foreseeable trend of such rate 
and conditions; and 
tl1e profitability of inland ~vat:;r.,r:-:.y carrier undertakings in 
general. 
For the purpose of assessing these criteria, use shall be made 
of the information available from official sources and of all other 
information collected by the Fund. 
Article 21 
- ---
1. M\r layint"-up decided on under Article 19 shall be organized 
on a voluntary basis. 
2. As soon as the decision to lay up enters into force, the Fund 
shall open laying-up lists which shall be kept at such ports and other 
places as it shall have designated as the sole laying-up plD.ces in 
accordance with paragraph 3. 
3. Each State in ~·rhose terri tory the Hatcnvays of the Fund are 
situated and Belgima shall dcsi~nate, during the month following tho 
entry into force of this Statute, those ports and other places on their 
respective territories which may be used as laying-up places; these 
shall be sufficient in number to prevent overcrowding in the berthing 
areas ro1d uneconomical jou~neys for the vessels. Some of these laying-
up places may lie on waterways other than those referred to in L~ticle 4. 
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4. Any vessel afloat which has been duly-fitted-out ru1d provided, save 
for lighters and shiP-borne lighters, with a crew to work and maintain it, 
and for 1,rhich the daily contributions have been paid since the beginning 
of the current calendar year for at least 27L!- consecutive drws, may be 
entered in one of the l~ing-up lists opened under paragraph 2, provided 
that an additional fee is paid equal to the difference between the sums 
already paid a.nd the amount of the annual charge. 
The owner or operntor of a vessel shall not, to qualify his 
vessel for entry on a layin€-UP list by virtue of having paid contribution 
for 274 days, avail himself of any period undertaking under Article 12 
which was given 21 days or less before the entry into force of a laying-up 
decision. 
5· Entry on a laying-up list shall be valid only for the minimum 
laying-up period decided on. 
6. A vessel entered on a laying-up list shall, from the date of 
such entry until the end of its laying-up, be neither operated nor sent 
for repair; during this period it shall remain stationary in the place 
appointed by tho offices responsible for the laying-up list in which 
it is entered and it may be moved only under exceptional circumstances 
and with the written permission of or by order of these offices. 
• 
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Article 22 
...... .._ 
1. The Supervisory Board shnll take all necessary measures to 
ensure that the obligctions imposed in respect of vessels entered on a 
laying-up list are enforced. Such measures shn.ll include, in particular, 
provision for temporary surrender of the log-book ~~ other navigation 
documents. 
2. If the owner or operator of a vessel or other person in charge 
thereof evades the enforcement measures thus decided on, he may,- by a 
decision une.er .trticle 35, be declared to have forfeited his right to 
laying-up compensation and be required to repay ~ny sums already 
received. 
~cle 2;l 
1. For every vessel laid up under Article 21 the owner or operator 
shall receive daily lnying-up compensation Jk>id at the rate applicable 
on the date i..rhen the vessel is enterccl on the laying-up list. 
2. The amount of the daily compensation in respect of'each vessel 
laid up shall be calcul~ted by multiplying its equivalent torillage or 
equivalent engine pol-ver, obtained in c..ccordance with Article 10 (1), 
by the basic rate referred to in pexagraph 3. 
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3. The basic daily rate of l~ing-up compensation shall be fixed, 
at the same time as the l~ng-up decision is tiken, at a level which 
will encourage those concerned to lay up sufficient vessels to restore 
the situation to normal, hc~ving regard to the average freight rates 
charged on the narkct concerned, to the average p0rcentage of costs saved 
as a result of l~ing-up, and to the amount of the wages and social 
security charges for which an operator who l~s up a vessel remains liable. 
4. If the basic daily rate of l~ing-up compensation is adjusted 
by a decision . under Article 19 (3), then, if such a.d.justnant 
constitutes an increase, the person concerned shall be paid at tho new 
rate 1·1i th effect from the date on which the decision enters into force; 
if it constitutes a reduction, the rate payable on tho date on which the 
vessel was entered on the laying-up list shall remain applicable until 
the expiry of the minimum l~ng-up period provided for in the original 
decision. 
£:!jiole 24 
1. Laying-up compensation shall be paid by the Fund at the end of 
the laying-up period, or if this period exceeds thirty d~s, every thirty 
days. 
Layi~g-up compensation shall be payable at the request of the 
recipient, either in cash at the Headquarters of the Fund or at one of its 
branch offices or at one of the other offices designated under Article 
9 (3), or by transfer to such postal or bank account as the recipient shall 
have designated for that purpose at the time of entry on the l~ng-up list 
referred to in J.rticle 21 (2). 
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2. The recipient of laying-up coopensation shall forfeit his 
entitlement thereto if, at any time during the laying-up period, the vessel, 
1·ri thout the permission of the competent authorHies, leaves the place 
designated for i tc la;:'in[-up at tho st'J.rt of that period, or if it is 
used commercially for loading, unloac~ine or stowage purposes, or if any 
work by way of repair or overhaul other than normal maintenance is 
carried out on it. 
3. Laying-up compensation received from the Fund in infringement 
of this Statute or of its implementing . provisions shall be repaid to 
the Fund, together with interest calculated at the rate in force Ul1der the 
law of the State v;here the Fund has its Headquarters, without prejudice to 
any penal sanctions applicable in respGct of such infringement. 
Article .2...2 
No person er:1ployed as a member of' the crow of a vessel that is 
laid up shall be dismissed solely on account of such layii~up. Any 
dismiss:.1l contrary to this prohibition shall be autonlatically void. 
CHl..PTER V 
-...----
Organ" sation of the Fund 
.Article 26 
The tasks assigned to the Fund shall be carried out by 
- a Supervisory Board; and 
• a Board of Management, assisted by a Director. 
Each organ shall act within the limits of the pouers conferred 
on it by this Statute. 
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Section A : The Supervisory Board 
Article 27 
1. The Supervisory Board shall consist of a representative from 
Belgilllil, Denmark, Germ-9.l\Y, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 
the U1ited Kingdom and Switzerland and a representative of the Commission 
of the European Communi ties, 'l'lho shall ac'fi as Chairman; Secretarial 
services shall be provided by the Commission. 
The States referred to above shall communicate to the Chairman 
of the Supervisory Board the names and addresses of their representatives 
on whom they shall confer all necessary powers and authority to enable the 
Board to take the requisite decisions without delay. 
Each of the States represented may renounce its right to be 
represented for a minimum of two years. Such renunciation shall not 
prevent the adoption of decisions requiring a unanimous decision of all 
its members. 
2. The SecretarY-General of the Central Committee for the Navigation 
of the Rhine shall be invited to t~e part in meetings of the Supervisory 
Board in a consultative capacity and t-lithout the right to vote. 
3. The Supervisory Board shall be convened by its Chairman, whenever 
necessary, at lrls own initiative or at the request of one of its members. 
Each member shall have one vote. The Chairman shall tal...:e part · 
in the discussion but shall not have the right to vote. 
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4. The Supervisory Board may take decisions if at least half of its 
members are present. 
5· Except where this Statute otherwise provides, the Supervisory 
Board shall take decisions by a simple majority of the votes cast. This 
majority shall include the affirmative votes ·of at least three of the 
representatives of the following States: Belgium, Germany, France, the 
Netherlcu1ds1 Switzerland. 
6. Except in the cases referred to in Articles 5 (2), 7 (1) and (2), 
10 (4), (5) ~<d (6), 11 (5) and 28 (1), abstentions by members present 
or the absence of any member shall not prevent the adoption by the 
Supervisory Board of decisions 'l>thich requ.ire unanimity. 
Section B The Board of Management 
J..rticle 28 
1. The Board of Management shall consist of members appointed by 
the States of which they shall be respectively nationals, the seats being 
allocated as follows: four members for Ge~~y, two members for Belgium, 
two members for France, one member for Luxembourg, four members for the 
Netherlands and two members for Switzerland. 
Each of these States shall make appointments on the basis of 
proposals from the national trade or~isations representing inland waterway 
oa.rriers, bearing in mind that the membership of the Board of Management 
should be as broadly representative as possible of the most important 
categories of inland waterway carriers. 
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In the event of an extension of the territorial scope of this 
Statute, the number of members of the Board of Management may be altered 
by the Supervisory Board by unanimous decision of all its members. 
2. The term of office of the members of the Board of l'~a.nagement shall 
be two years, unless they are removed from office. After expi~J of their 
term, members shall remain in office until appointment of a successor oruntil 
reappointment. 
In the event of the death or resignation of a member, or if the 
conditions necessary for the exercise of his office are no longer satis-
fied, a new member shall be appointed for the remainder of the term of 
his predecessor. 
3. The Board of Management shall elect from among its members, for 
each new term of office, a Chairman and one or more Vice-Chairmen, who 
shall be of different nationalities. 
4. The Board of Management shall be convened by its Chairman or, 
if he is unable to act, by its Vice-Chairman senior in age, whenever 
necessary, at his own initiative or at the request of one of its members, 
the questions to be dealt with being notified. It shall meet at least 
twice a year. 
The meetings of the Board of Management shall be held at the 
place where the Fund has its Headquarters, unless another meeting place 
has been decided upon. 
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5· Subject to Article 31 (1), the members of the Board of 
Management shall be convened at least ten d~s before the date on which 
the meeting is to take place by a notice in ~~iting stating the items on 
the agenda. No decision may be taken concerning items not included O.n 
that agenda.. 
If all the members of tho Board of ¥~1agement are present or 
validly represented, the Board may meet, if no objection is raised, even 
though the procedure laid down for convening it has not been followed, 
validly discuss and take decisions ·on an;y iteos whioh cooe within 
its powers. 
6. Each member of the Board of Management shall have one vote. A 
member may, by pro~ in writing, authorize another member to represent 
him; however, no member may represent more than two other members. 
7. The Board of Management may take decisions if at least half of 
its members are present or represented. Ballots shall be secret, save 
as may otherwise be decided. 
8. The Board of Management shall take decisions by a two-thirds 
majority of the votes cast. 
9. The Board of Management shall designate the persons empowered 
individually or jointly to bind the blxnd by their signatures. 
With the agreement of ~~d under the conditions laid down by. 
the Supervisor.y Board acting unanimously, tho Board of Management may 
delegate functions to committees selected from among its members. 
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Section C Po1-zers 
Article l,2 
1. The Supervisory Board shall safeguard the public interest and 
shall ensure that the aims and provisions of the Agreement and of this 
Statute are observed. 
2. The Board of Management shall be responsible for the admini-
stration and financial management of the Fund, subject to the.limits 
imposed by its budget. It ~hall ensure that the decisions of the 
Supervisory Board are carried out. 
;.'lrticle 30 
1. The Board of Management shall prepare, for submission to the 
Supervisory Board, proposals for the annual budget of the Fund and for 
the basic rates of contribution. 
The proposal for the annual budget shall contain estimates of 
the amount of l~ng-up compensation ~-ble and 1 where appropriate, of 
the rates for such compensation. 
Such proposals shall be submitted to the Supervisory Board before 
31 October of ea.cb. year for the folloldng oalanda.r year. 
2. The s~pervisory Board shall take decisions on the proposals 
submitted by the Board of Management. 
.. 
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It may request tho letter to re-submit such proposals, amended 
in the light of its comments thereon. 
3. The Supervisory Boarcl -shall approve the annual o..ccom1ts of the 
Fund,- \·Jhich shall be submi-Cted to it before 30 Jun.e of the year 
follouing tha~G to v.rhich they relete, al:1c1 shall give a discharge to the 
:Board of Management in respect of its finn.ncial management. 
1. The Board. of Mn.nageaent shall, on the basis of the criteria 
laid do·wn in Article 20, ddcrmine the length of laying-up periods and 
the rates of compensation. 
For this purpose it shall meet within three days of the dispatch 
of the notice convening the meeting. A copy of this notice, of the 
agenda for the meeting and of all relevant doc1..unents shall at the same 
time be forwarcleC'. to the Chairman and members of the Supervisory Board. 
Axry measures decided upon by the Eoarcl of Managomeat shall 
imocdiatcly be comr.amicated by telex to the Chairma.'l and to each meuber 
of the Supervisory Board. 
2. Any such oeasures decic1.ed upon by the Board of Management shall 
be deemed to be approved by the Supervisory Boarc and shall become 
definitive on the eighth day after the date of such conununication unless 
one of the members of the Supervisory Board has requested that they be 
exruninecl. 
In order to be valid, such a request, accompanied ~·Jhcre::vcr 
possible by a statement of the grounds therefort shall be received by the 
Chairman of the Supervisory Board within five days of the decisionof· the 
Board of Management referred to in paragraph 1. On receipt of such a 
request, the ChairL~l of the Supervisory Board sr~ll immediately communi-
cate it to the members of the :Board and to ·:he Chairman of the Board of 
Ma..."l.agem ent • 
3. Where a request for exemination has been received pursuant to 
paragraph 2, the Supervisory Board shall act within three days of the 
expiry of the time limit for submitting requests for examination. 
The Supervisory Board may either : 
approve the decision of the Board of Management; or 
call upon the Board of Management to submit to it, within a. 
time-limit fixed by it, new measures prepared in the light of the 
comments it has nadei or 
itself decide upon other appropriate laying-up measures. 
Decisions taken by the Supervisory Board shall be immediately 
notified by its Chairman to the Board of Marlagement. 
~. The Supervisory Board may, in the light of experience, alter 
the time limits lc.id do~m in paragraphs 1 to 3 • 
.Article 32 
In the event of the Board of Management failing to act, the 
Supervisory Board may call upon it to determine provisions for the adoptioil 
or repeal of laying-up measures, or to prepare the proposals provided for 
in Article 30 (1). 
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If the Board of Management does not act within twenty days of 
the receipt of such a communication, the Supervisory Board may act on its 
own initiative. This time-limit shall, however, be reduced to seven days, 
in the case where no decision is·- takon concerning o. ·.oeasure u:ader 
Article 31. 
forticle ~ 
1. The Supervisory Board shall, after consulting the Board of 
Management, adopt the general proviaions for implementing this Statute 
which are not provided for herein. 
2. The Supervisory Board shall act in matters in respect of which 
express powers have not been conferred upon another organ of the Fund. 
3. Decisions of t~e Supervisory Board under paragraphs 1 and 2 shall 
be taken unanioously. 
Article 34 
1. The Supervisory Board shall, on a proposal from the Board of 
Management, appoint and dismiss the Director of the Fur.d ~~d determine 
his terms of 8ervice and his functions. 
2. The Director of the Fund shall act under the supervision and on 
the instructions of the Board of 11anagement; he shall be rcsponsi ble for 
the day-to-day administration and the financial management of the Fund. 
He shall ensure that the decisions of the Board of Management and, as the 
case may be, of the Supervisory Board are carried out, in particular as 
regards the collection of contributions and the payment of laying-up com-
pensation. He shall produce and issue the log books and exemption certificates. 
-~-
3. The Director shall represeni the Fund in all legal and 
administrative proceedings. 
4. The Director shall· be responsible for providing secretarial 
services for the Board of Management, for drawing up the minutes of its 
meetings and making the~ available to the Supervisory Board. 
5· Without prejudice to paragraph 1 and subject to the limits 
imposed by the budgets of the Fund, the Board of Management shall 
determine the number of members of its staff and their terms of service. 
6. The terms of employment of the members of the staff shall be 
governed by the labour law and the social legislation of the State in 
which their duties are normally carried out. 
Article 35 
1. The Director of the Fund shall tnke the decisions concerning 
oQntributions or laying-up compensation in each individual case. Appli-
cation may be made to him for a decision concerning laying-up compensation. 
In such a case, he shall give his decision within thirty days. If no 
answer toBuohapplication is given within that time-limit, there shall be 
deemed to be an advGrse decision against which an objection within the 
meaning of paragraph 2 may be entered. 
2. Any person receiving notice of a decision taken in his case or of 
the rejection of his application may enter an objection thereto. The 
objection shall be entered within ten days 
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from the date of notification of the decision or the rejection 
of the application, or 
whore the objection concerns an adverse decision under the 
second sub-paragraph of paragraph 1 1 frohl the date of expiry 
of the time limit for dl'l.SvJering the, rolevc.nt o.pplication. 
~'he objection, v1hich shall state the grounds on which it is based, 
shall be submitted in VJriting and shall be forwarded to the Headquarters 
of the Fund or to one of its branch offices. 
An objection posted on the last day of the period for objection 
shall be doomed to be received within that period. 
3. Objections entered within the proscribed tir.le-limit shall have 
suspensory effect. Each objection shall be ox~ined by the Board of 
Management, which shall give a reasoned decision in each case. Where 
the objoctivn is to a decision concerning the amount of laying-up 
compensation, the decision shall be given within thirty days of receipt 
of the objection. The person concerned shall be notified of the deciabn. 
If the Board of Management docs net take a decision within the 
tir:1c•~limi t specified in the preceding sub-paragraph , there shdl be deemed 
to be ~~ adverse decision. 
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The right under Article 23 to receive laying-up compensation, 
the obligation under Articles 9 to 13 to p~ the contribution and the 
obligation under Article 24 {3) to refund any compensation unlawfully 
received shall become time-barred upon the expiry of two yoars from the 
end of the calendar year in which such right or obligation arose. This 
period of limitation shall be interrupted by any act instituting legal 
proceedings. 
Section D Audit of Accounts 
.Article 37 
1. The Supervisory Board shall appoint, for a term of two years, 
two independent Auditors and two deputy Auditors, who shall not be members 
of that Board, of the :B0£~.rd of Management or or- the Directorate of the 
Fund. 
2. The Auditors shall examine the annual accounts of the Fund and 
report thereon each year to the Supervisory Board. 
Section E Languages of the Fund 
Article .3§ 
1. The minutes of the meetings of the Board of Manageoent, the 
notices of such meetings, the documents prepared for meetings of the organs 
of the Fund, the decisions of general application adopted by them, and the 
Audi tom' report shall be drawn up in Dutch, French and German. The members 
of those organs m~ use any of those languages. 
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2. Docisions takon in individual cases and decisions under Article 
35 (1) and (3), log books and exenption certificates shall be drawn up in 
Dutch, French and German. The m:Jrcssees of such decisions and docUIJents 
shall use one of these languages in their dGalings with the Fund. 
Section F Effect and Publication of Decisions of General Application 
Decisions of the organo of the Fund having general application 
shall be binding in their entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States of the European Economic Community and in Switzerland. 
They shall enter into force on the date fixed therein. 
1. Decisions of the Supervisory Board or of the Board of Management 
taken in pursuance of this Statute and having general applir-ation, 
general implenenting provisions and provisions amending this Statute 
adopted by the Supervisory Board shall be published in tho official gazettes 
of the European Cocnuni tioa a.nd of 8~:.tzerlar.d. 
2. Decisions on laying-up periods and compensation shall be notified 
immediately by the Chairman of the Supervisory Board to the national autho-
ri tics -v1hich shall be designated for this purpose by the States in whose 
terri tory th-Jro are vm.ter;vays of the Fund and by Belgium. These authorities 
shall ensure that before their entry into force the decisions arc displayed 
in harbour board offices, handling and berthing areas, freight offices and 
markets, 'tour de role' offices (rotation booking) and any other place which 
they consider appropriate. 
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The Supervisory Board may decide to change the method of publishing 
these decisions. 
CIL~TER VI Supervision by tho Courts 
.Article 41 
1. Natural or legal persons who can establish an interest shall have 
a right of appeal to the courts designated under paragraph 2, against 
decisions taken in individual cases by the Fund under Article 35 (3). 
Each appeal shall state the grounds and shall be brought, 
accompanied by the relevant supporting documents, within thirty days of 
either the notification of the contested decisionor of the expir,y of the 
time-limit within which the absence of such a decision is deemed to be an 
adverse decision. An appeal shall not have suspensory effect in respect 
of the contested decision. 
2. The States in which the Headquarters or a branch office of the 
Fund is situated shall designate the courts which:shall have jurisdiction 
in the appeals provided for in paragraph 1. In States where Rhine 
Navigation Tribunals or Moselle navigation Tribunals have been set up 
·under the Rov.is.o\1. Convention for the Navigation of the Rhine of 17 October 
1868 or tlie Ccmvention between Fro.nce, Germany and Luxembourg of 27 
;october 1956 on the. .cano.I'isa.tion of the Mcselle respectively, 'these 
Tribunals may be declared to have jurisdiction in such appeals. 
Such appeals shall be governed by the rules of procedure applying 
to the courts before which they are brought. 
' ' 
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3. The ~ppcals reZerred to in par~graph 1 shall be brought before 
the courts for the place where the Fund has its Headquarters, or, in the 
case of persons whose permanent residence or seat is in a State where tho 
Fund has a branch office, before the courts for the place where the branch 
office is sit~ctod. 
1. A court called the "Fund Tribunal" is hereby established to ensure 
that in the interpretation and application of the Agreement and of this 
Statute, the law is observed. 
2. The Fund Tribunal shall consist of sevm1 judges appointed for a 
term of five years, one judge to be appointed by Switzerland and six 
other judges by all the other Contracting Parties. The judges shall 
elect tho President of the Tribun~l from among their number. 
In the event of the death or tte resignation of a judge during 
his term of office, he shall be replaced :Cor the rm::taind.er of 
that term. 
3. The Fund Tri bunc.l shall not sit in permanent session. It shall 
sit when convened by its President to hear the appeals brought before it. 
4. The Fund Tribunal shall adopt the provisions necessary for its 
functioning. These provisions shall include the rules for the organisa.tion 
of its vmrk and its rules of procedure s,nd also safeguards rego.rding 
the impartiality of the judges and their immunity in respect of acts 
performed by them in their official capacity. 
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The Fund Tribunal shall decide where it shell c:. t 1 "'--( ::- :·." .i:"':~ ~· ~ · .• 
the facilities which ~be offered to it by the Contracting Parties for 
this purpose. 
5. Judgments shall contain the reasons on which they are based. 
6. The costs relating to the functioning of the Fund Tribunal shall 
not be included in the costs al..rarded against a party • 
.. llrticle 4.3 
1. The Tribunal shall review the legality of acts of the organs of 
the Fund. It shall for this purpose have jurisdiction in actions brought 
by a State in which this Statute is enforceable or by the Commission of 
the European Communities on grounds of lack of competence, infringeDent 
of an essential procedural requirement, infringement of the Agreement or 
of this Statute, or of any rule of law relating to their application, or 
misuse of powers. 
These proceedings shall be instituted within one month of tho 
publication cf the measure concerned. 
If the action is well-fou.~dcd, the Tribunal shall declare the 
act concerned to be void. However, the Tribunal shall, if it considers 
this necessary, state which of the effects of the measures which it has 
declared void shall be considered as definitive. 
' ' 
•• 
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2. Should the Supervisory Board, in infringement of the /~eement 
or of this Statute, fail to take decisions, tho Stat~s in which this 
Statute is enforceable ru1d the Co~unission of the European Communities 
mey bring an appeal before the Tribun~l to have the infringement 
established. Tho appeal shall be admissible only if the Supervisory 
Board has first been called upon to act. If, within one month of being 
so called upon, the Supervisory Board has not defined its position, the 
appeal may be brought within a further period of one month. 
3. The orgnn of the Fund whose act has been declared void or whose 
failure to act has been declared contrary to the Agreement or to this 
Statute shall be required to take tho necessary measures to comply with 
the judgment of tho Tribunal. 
4. Appeals brought before the Fund Tribunal under paragraph 1 shall 
not have suspensory effect. The Tribunal may, however, if it considers 
that circumstances so require, order that application of the contested 
act be suspended. 
!~ticlo 44 
The Fund Tribunal shall have jurisdiction to give preliminary 
rulings concerning the interpretation of the Agree~ont end of this 
Statute and concerning the validity and interpretation of decisions taken 
by the organs of the Fund in order to ensure uniforn application of th~se 
provisions in all the States concernca. 
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Where such a question is raised before any ~appellate_]~ Oourt 
' or tribunal of a State in which this Statute is enforceable, that court 
or tribunal may, if it considers that a decision on the queotion is 
necessary to enable it to give judgoent, request the Tribunal to give a 
ruling thereon. 
~Where any such question is raised in a case pending before a 
court or tribunal against whoso decisions there is no judicial remedy 
under national law, that court or tribunal shall bring the matte~ pefore 
the Fund Tribun~1~1 
Article 45 
A State represented on the Supervisory Board, or the Commission of 
the Europenn Comm~~ities, if it consid0rs that a State in which this 
Statute is enforceable has failed to fulfil an obligation under the 
Agreement or under this Statute, may, after raising the matter at a 
meeting of that Board with a view to finding an acceptable solution~ bring 
the matter before the Fund Trib~~al. 
If the Fund Tribunal finds that a State has so failed to fulfil 
an obligation that State shall bo required to truce tho necessary measures 
to comply with the judgment of the Fund Tribunal 
1 Reservations of the S1'1iss delegation 
I _), 
• 
• 
C~T~TII 
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!Qplementation of Decisions, Assistance by National 
nuthorities, Penalties 
~ole 46 
1. Decisions of the organs of the Fund in respect of which no 
further objection or appeal is possible, and which iupose under this 
Statute a pecuniary obligation on the owner or operator of a vessel, shall 
be enforceabl€ and shall be recognised as such in all the States in which 
this Statute is enforceable. 
2. Enforccncnt shall be governed by the rules of procodurc in 
force in the State in which it is carried out. The order for enforcement 
shall be appended to the decision, without other formality than verification 
of the authenticity of the decision, by the competent national authority. 
3. Tho courts of the country conc~rncd shall have jurisdiction over 
complaints that enforcement is being carried out 'in an irregular manner. 
Article 47 
1. In order to ensure the observance and the implementation of 
this Statute and of docisiono tnken in pursuance thereof, tho Fund may 
request the assistance, under conditions to be established by common 
accord, of the public authorities of the States in which this Statute 
is enforceable. 
2. The public authorities of the States in which this Statut~ is 
enforceable and tho Fund shall communicate to each other, on request, any 
information concerning the vessels to which this Statute applies which 
may be necessary for the implementation of this Statute. 
Before 1 March of each year the Fund shall, on request, forward 
to the public authorities of the States in which the Statute is enforceable 
copies of records for the preceding year of p~ents to members of the 
Board of Management, Fund employees and owners or operators of boats 
having their domicile for tax purposes in the requesting State, showing 
the nemes and addresses of all recipients and stating the reason for the 
p~ents made to the persons concerned. 
~clc 48 
1. Every State in which the Headquarters or a branch office of the 
Fund is established shall take the necessary measures, after consultation 
within the Supervisor.y Boar~ on the drafts thereo~ to impose sanctions 
for the following infringements : 
using a vessel entered on a laying-up list to carry out loading, 
unloading, transport, stowage, towing or pushing operations or 
sending such a vessel for repair or carrying out or attempting 
to carry out a transport operation using a vessel for which an 
exemption certificate has been issued by virtue of ,\rticle 8; 
refusing to show the log book or the exemption certificate when 
so requested by the competent authorities. 
•• 
. )' 
e 
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2. Without prejudice to the penal sanctions applicable under national 
law in respect of other unlawful acts, the infringements referred to in 
paragraph 1 shall be punishable by a penalty or fine not exceeding a sum 
equivalent to 1000 DM in the curr·:mcy of the State in which tho court 
or tribunal is seised of tho matter. 
3. Infringements shall be dealt with by the court or tribun~l for 
the place where the infringement was committed. This court or tribunal 
may be a Rhine Navigation Tribunal or a Moselle Navigation Tribunal 
in those States lvhcre such a tribunal has been established. 
4. The decisions of the courts or tribunals referred to in paragraph 
3 shall be enforceable in all the other States referred to in paragraph 1 
in accordance with the procedures laid down by the law of the country in 
which they are enforced. 
5· Sanctions may be imposed for the infringements referred to in 
paragraph 1 in special legal proceedings or appropriate administrative 
proceedings. 
CHAPTER VIII: Financial Provisions 
:.rticlo A:2 
1. li.ll i ter;1s of revenue and expcndi turc of the Fund shall be 
included in estimates to be drawn up for each financial year and shall be 
shown in the budget. The revenue and expenditure shown in the budget 
shall be in balance. 
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2. The financial year shalli run from 1 January to 31 D0ccr:1b~r. 
3. Tho budget of the Fund shall be drawn up, and the accounts kept, 
in the currency of the State in which the Fund has its headquarters. 
4. Contributions and laying-up compensation shell be collected and 
paid in the currency of the Stntc in which paYQent takes place, in accord-
ance with the rate of oxchnngo ruling for currGnt transactions on the d~ 
the transaction takes place in the country where payment is made. 
l.rticlo 50 
1. The revenue of the Fund shnll consist solely of the contributions 
from owners of vessels ns provided for in Articles 9 to 13 and of the 
interest from investing such contributions and shnll be applied solely for 
paying laying-up compensation under Article 23 and for meeting the costs 
rclnting to tho fur•ctioning of the Fund. 
By way of derogation from tho pr0ccding sub-paragraph, the Fund 
may, in the event of its encountering liquidity difficulties, raise 
short-term loans, the duration and amount of which shall be reasonable 
in relation to its anticipated revenue. Such borrowings shall not involve 
tho Contracting Parties, either directly or indirectly, in any financial 
obligations. 
2. The Fund alone shall be liable for the payment of laying-up 
compensation. The Contracting Parties shall be under no liability for 
any commitments undertaken by the Fund. 
f' 
• 
. .• 
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l..rticle 51 
Decisions as to the raising of loans shall be truten by the Board 
of Management, within limits nnd subject to conditions laid do-.m by 
unanimouG doci~ion of the Supervisory Board. Tho Supervisory Board shall 
ensure that its decisions in this respect are implemented. 
CH.:lP'rER IX Winding-up of the Fund 
Article .5_2 
1. On termination of the l\groement the Fund shall be wound up. 
In s~ch case, the Supervisory Board shall appoint one or mora liquidators 
to close the accounts and liquidate the assets of the Fund. 
2. Subject to the recovery of any contributions nnd tho pa~yment of 
any compensation then outstanding, tho Fund shall collect no further 
contributions and pay no further laying-up compensation, with effect from 
the date of winding up, and uny laying-up measures which may be in 
hand shall lapse. 
3. After discharge of all liabilitios, the net assets of the Fund 
shall be distri butcd C'lllong the owners of the vos·sel.s in respect of which 
contributions have been paid during the year in which the dissolution 
takes place and the two preceding calendar years, in proportion to the 
contributions collected for such vessels by tho Fund during that period. 
The right of mvners to participatEJ in such distribution shall 
lapse two years after the publication by the liquidators of tho schedule 
of distribution. 
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4. Any additional measures r~quircd in order to liquidate tho assots 
ofihe Fund shall be taken by the Supervisory Board acting unanimously. 
CIDU?TER X Setting up of tho Organs of the Fund 
i'..rticlc ..2.3 
1. The Supervisory Board shall be set up within one month of the 
entry into force of the Agreement. It shall take up its duties as soon 
as it is set up and shall meet within a month of its sotting-u~ in 
particular to fix the limit for the initial loan and to the 
terms of service and the functions of the Director of the Fund and to 
appoint him and the Auditors. 
2. The Board of Manageoent shall take up its duties and shall meet 
within a month of the appointment of its members. It shall immediately 
submit proposals regarding the appointment of the Director of the Fund, 
his terms of service and his functions. It shall also take steps without 
delay to organise the Fund. It shall immediately draw up a draft Budget 
for the first financial year. This budget may provide for a loan to be 
raised to start the Fund; the Fund shall be authorised to take up a loan 
not exceeding a suo fixed by the Supervisory Board. 
3. The Supervisory Board shall fix the calendar year on the first 
day of which the obligations imposed upon inland waterway carriers under 
this Statute shall take effect. 
4. The Fund Tribunal shall mect:within three months of the entry 
into force of the Agreement in order to adopt the measure~neces~y for its 
operation. 
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DECLARt .. TION TO BE llTSERTED IN THE :MPTUTES COlfCLUDING THE AGREEMENT 
"Statement by the Contracting Parties concerning Arlli_lc 3 of the Statute 
'Ihe feet that the COI.!pcnsation provided for in Article 23 of 
the Statute does not constitute consideration for supplies of services 
has no effect on any Value Added Tax deductions made by undertakings in 
receipt of this compensation. 
.. 
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